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Abstract

Background Medical laboratory commodity management system especially storage system of laboratory supplies is a challenge for health professionals. Lacks of proper storage condition for laboratory commodities causes damaging commodities and stock out of essential supplies. The need of proper store management has gained a great attention for better laboratory service.

Methods A Cross sectional study was conducted to assess storage conditions of commodities in eleven hospital medical stores in Addis Ababa from 1 January 2014 to 1 February 2014. A structured questionnaire was used to collect the data. Data was entered to EPI INFO version 3.1 statistical software and analyzed with SPSS version 20 statistical analysis software. Graphs and tables were used to present the result.

Results Data obtained from eleven governmental hospitals was analyzed. From these more than 45% of hospitals stores served for more than 12 years without amendments. Around 18% of hospital stores didn’t have adequate protection from sunlight whereas more than 90% didn’t have frozen storage of either -20°C or -70°C. But all of the stores had cold storage of 2-8°C. Only 36.36% of the hospital stores have separate flammable chemicals and 54.45% of hospital stores have separate hazardous chemicals. All store managers in this study are pharmacist and most of them are degree holders.
The storage conditions of majority of the hospitals have problems. Lack of adequate space and infrastructures to store medical laboratory commodities were challenges in half of the facilities. Adequate and regular training should be given to the responsible personnel for better storage of medical laboratory commodities.

1. INTRODUCTION

Commodity management can be defined as the process of getting commodities, controlling, transporting, storing and distributing them.[1]

Storage of commodities ensures the physical integrity and safety of supplies, and their packaging, throughout the various storage facilities, until they are dispensed to clients.[2]

Commodities storage conditions and protecting supplies quality until their expiration date is important for serving customers and conserving resources.[3]

Managing commodities in any setting (public or private sector) and at any level (local, regional or national) require appropriate knowledge of store keepers.[4]

Guidelines for the storage of commodities are a practical reference for those managing or involved in setting up a store room or warehouse. The guide contains written directions and clear illustrations on receiving and arranging commodities, special storage conditions, tracking commodities, maintaining the quality of the commodities, constructing and designing a medical store.[5]

Flammables and corrosives commodities should be stored separately from other commodities and reagents. They require several levels of temperature storage, including cool storage. Commodities that deteriorate rapidly when exposed to light or moisture specimens (fragment of tissue) require freezing.[6]

The timeliness and accuracy of diagnostic results is reliant on the availability of laboratory commodities that meet minimum quality standards.[7]

Laboratory capacity depends on the availability of the required commodities to perform tests, with most tests requiring multiple commodities to be available simultaneously. Well-functioning supply chains will enhance availability of the commodities required to provide the necessary laboratory services.[8]

Health service delivery in Ethiopia is characterized by poor quality health service resulting due to lack of well trained store manager, a very limited physical health infrastructure, inadequate space, and shortage of commodities at health facilities.[9]

Assessing the storage condition of commodities in hospital stores and knowledge, attitude and practices of store managers will provide important information and input for policy makers and health facilities to improve their store management of health commodities.
2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Study setting and area
The study was conducted in eleven government hospitals medical stores among these five are federal and six regional hospitals medical stores located in Addis Ababa, the capital city of Ethiopia, seat of African Union and Economic Commission.

2.2 Study design and period
Cross sectional study was conducted from 1 January 2014 to 1 February 2014

2.3 Population

2.3.1 Source population
All health facility stores and their store managers controlling and managing health commodities in Addis Ababa

2.3.2 Study populations
All government hospital stores found in Addis Ababa and their store managers

2.4 Sampling technique and sample size
Purposive sampling technique was used to select the study populations. All eleven governmental hospitals main stores which had medical laboratory commodities, found in Addis Ababa were included. Eleven persons who are store managers of each hospital working during the data collection period.

2.5 Data collection procedure
A structured questionnaire was used. Two data collectors were trained and provided the guide how to collect data on the storage of medical laboratory commodities and KAP of the store managers.

2.6 Study variables

2.6.1 Dependent variables
Commodities storage condition and KAP of store managers

2.6.2 Independent variables
Socio-demographics characters, training of store managers, availability of guide line, educational back ground, temperature condition, storage problems and standard storage space
2.7 Data quality management

Questionnaire was pre tested to ensure the validity of the tool. After the data collection tool was pretested, appropriate modification was made, vagueness was avoided and it became easily understandable. Data collectors were trained and provided the guide line for how to collect data. Principal investigator made frequent checks on the data collection process to ensure the completeness and consistency of the gathered information. Data was double entered to enable cross-checking during analysis as well.

2.8 Data analysis

The data was cleaned, coded and entered by using EPI INFO version 3.1 Statistical software. Then data was exported to SPSS version 20 statistical software for analysis. Results were presented in tables and figures. Fisher’s exact test was used to show the association between dependent and independent variables. P value less than 0.05 was considered as significant.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Store distance, numbers and service year

All hospitals had at least one medical store. Two hospitals have four medical stores each. Five (45.45%) of hospital store were served for more than 12 years.

Table 1: hospital store distance, area of stores and service year of governmental hospital stores in Addis Ababa, from 1 January 2014 to 1 February 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Store distance from main laboratory (in meters)</th>
<th>Number of hospital stores No. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100-200</td>
<td>10(90.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300-500</td>
<td>1(9.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of store rooms ( in m²)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-50</td>
<td>1(9.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-80</td>
<td>2(18.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90-100</td>
<td>1(9.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>7(63.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service of store rooms ( in years)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>1(9.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>2(18.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;12</td>
<td>5(45.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>3(27.27)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NE: not explained
The service year of three stores was not explained. The area of medical stores was not explained in seven of the hospitals. Except one of the medical stores, majority (90.9%) of the medical stores were 100-200 meters far from the main laboratory.

3.2 Presence of necessary materials in hospital stores

Two (18.18%) of the hospital stores do not have a roof to avoid sunlight and water penetration. Ten (90.9%) of the hospital stores did not have frozen storage of –20°C or –70°C. All of the medical stores had cold storage 2-8°C. Three (27.27%) stores had not consistent power supply and generators. Three (27.27%) of stores did not have thermometer in the rooms.

3.3 Presence of written guidelines and training opportunities

Six (54.55%) of store managers said that they didn’t take any training about storage of medical supplies. Only five (45.45%) hospital stores had written guideline for storing medical laboratory supplies or commodities according to their specification. Except one hospital medical store, 10 (90.9%) of them followed manufacturer’s instruction or WHO guide line for appropriate storage of commodities. Six (54.55%) of the medical stores had a standard guide line to discard and incinerate dangerous chemicals and give training to the responsible person.

3.4 Storage habit of hospital stores

Only four (36.36%) of the hospital stores did separation of flammable chemicals whereas six (54.55%) of them did separation of hazardous

**Figure 1:** A chart shows presence of necessary conditions in eleven hospital stores at Addis Ababa.
chemicals. Majority (90.9%) of hospital stores did separation of damaged/expired supplies from normal commodities. Four (36.36%) of the medical stores did separation of flammable, hazardous, damaged/expired medical laboratory commodities. Seven (63.64%) of the medical stores had sufficient space to store all available medical laboratory commodities in the stores. Eight (72.74%) of the hospital stores had adequate number of shelving and boxes.

3.5 Knowledge of store managers

All of the store managers in the eleven governmental hospitals in Addis Ababa were pharmacists. Ten (90.9%) of store managers are degree holders; only one store manager is diploma holder. Six (54.55%) of them were females.

All store managers respond that they knew the appropriate storage of cool chain items. Nine (81.81%) of the store managers responded that they knew appropriate storage of frozen items. Four (36.36%) store managers knew what quality commodity means. Three (27.27%) of store managers maintained the quality of medical laboratory commodities using standard guidelines and the rest maintained the quality of medical laboratory commodities using manufacturer’s manuals.

Majority (90.9%) of the store managers knew the need of separate storage for flammable chemicals. Ten of the store managers knew that medical laboratory commodities should be protected from direct sun light and all medical laboratory commodities should be stored at temperatures according to their specifications.

3.6 Attitude of the store managers

All of the store managers thought that standard guidelines were important for appropriate storage management of medical laboratory commodities. Seven (63.64%) of the store managers thought that monitoring store temperature was necessary and six (54.55%) thought that the quality of their store was in compliance with the standard storage guideline.

3.7 Practice of the store managers

Two (18.18%) of the stores managers store rapidly deteriorating items by preventing them from direct sun light and moisture whereas the rest store managers used guidelines for storing rapidly deteriorating items. Four (36.36%) of the store managers didn’t take any actions when the temperature is out of range while others did adjustments. Eight (72.73%) store managers regularly cleaned refrigerators.
Training status of store managers has a significant association with the general medical laboratory storage condition.

**Table 3:** Practice of store managers in eleven governmental hospital stores in Addis Ababa, from 1 January 2014 to 1 February 2014.
DISCUSSION

All eleven hospitals have at least one medical store. From these 45.45% hospital stores served for more than twelve years without any amendments and 90.9% of hospital stores far from main laboratory in the range of 100 meters to 200 meters. These findings are in line with the study conducted in Tanzania. [17]

In this study around 18.18% of hospital stores didn’t have roof for protection of commodities from sunlight as well as from water penetration and majority of stores around 90.9% didn’t have frozen storage at temperature of -20°C/-70°C. In this assessment 27.27% of hospital stores didn’t have consistent power supply or generator. Similarly 27.27% of store didn’t have thermometer in their rooms. It was similar from study done in Rwanda and Uganda where the survey found that protection from sunlight was not always ensured (70% for main storage, 43% for other rooms) [13, 18]. This could be due to many of those storage spaces were not constructed for storage purpose of laboratory commodities and medical supplies rather constructed for other purposes.

Table 4: Association of selected variables with the general storage condition of medical laboratory commodities in eleven governmental hospitals in Addis Ababa, from 1 January 2014 to 1 February 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General storage condition of laboratory commodities</th>
<th>Good N (%)</th>
<th>Not good N (%)</th>
<th>Fisher’s exact test</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education status of store managers</td>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>1(100)</td>
<td>0(0)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSc</td>
<td>3(30)</td>
<td>7(70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of written guidelines</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4(57)</td>
<td>3(43)</td>
<td>4.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2(50)</td>
<td>2(50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of adequate space</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2(33)</td>
<td>4(67)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2(40)</td>
<td>3(60)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training of store managers</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4(100)</td>
<td>0(0)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0(0)</td>
<td>7(100)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
36.36% of medical stores in this assessment did separation of flammable chemicals, hazardous chemicals, and damaged/expired laboratory commodities. This finding was somewhat smaller than a study conducted in Rwanda where dangerous and flammable products were adequately stored in separate spaces in 43% of the facilities and higher than a study conducted in Lesotho where none of the laboratories practiced in their study reported the separation of damaged/or expired supplies from usable products [13, 14]. The difference could be due to lack of adequate rooms, carelessness of the staffs or absence of guidelines how to separately store these products.

With respect to availability of standard storage space, 63.64% of medical store had shelving and boxes with sufficient storage space to store all available medical laboratory supplies. This result was much lower than a study from Rwanda where most facilities (98%) reported having shelving [13]. This lower availability of shelves and boxes in comparison with previous studies could be due to poor financial ability of our study facilities to accomplish these requirements or small sample size.

Among all store managers, less than half (45.5%) of said that they had received training about storage of medical supplies. This was much higher than a study done in Kenya where only 2.6% of health professionals had received some training [15]. This high percent in our study could be due to involvement of only store managers excluding other health professionals and may be due to low sample size of participants in our study.

Regarding the presence of written guidelines, 45.45% had written guideline for storing laboratory supplies or commodities according to their specification. This result was higher than the study conducted in Lesotho and Malawi, where all laboratories reported that they had no written guidelines for storage of laboratory supplies according to their specifications [14, 16]. This higher number could be due to better use of guidelines in our study since all facilities were hospitals.

In all hospital stores, store managers were pharmacist. From all store managers 81.81% know appropriate storage of frozen items and the remaining didn’t know. Only 36.36% of store managers know what quality commodity mean whereas 63.64% didn’t know the meaning which is similar with study in Zambia. [10]

36.36% of store managers didn’t take any actions when temperature becomes out of range. 27.27% of store managers didn’t clean refrigerators regularly.

Neither of educational status, having training opportunities, presence of standard storage space, and presence of written guideline showed significant association with the general storage condition of laboratory commodities but
not receiving training had a significant association with that of the storage condition in Fisher’s exact test of the analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

Almost all medical stores had storage problems. The main problems identified in this assessment are: lack of adequate number of shelves and boxes, lack of standard guidelines for storage or discard of commodities, lack of thermometer, no adequate training for store managers, not involving laboratory professionals in storage of laboratory commodities, lack of adequate power supply, insufficient knowledge, attitude and practice of store managers about proper storage conditions of commodities.
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